ABSTRACT Summary: GCHap quickly finds maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of frequencies of haplotypes given genotype information on a random sample of individuals. It uses the gene counting method but by excluding haplotypes with zero MLE at an early stage, this implementation uses many orders of magnitude less space and time than naive implementations. A second program, ApproxGCHap, is provided to give alternate estimates for data sets with large numbers of loci or large amounts of missing genotypes. Availability: The Java classes and Javadocs pages for GCHap can be obtained from bioinformatics.med.utah.edu/ ∼alun Contact: alun@genepi.med.utah.edu Several authors (Excoffier and Slatkin, 1995; Hawley and Kidd, 1995; Long et al., 1995) have shown how the gene counting method of Ceppellini et al. (1955) , or EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) , can be used to find maximum likelihood estimates, or MLEs, for haplotype frequencies given genotypes on a set of markers in a random sample from a population. Naive implementations of this method would require consideration of t = k i=1 a i haplotypes, where a i is the number of alleles for the ith locus. This gives rise to t(t + 1)/2 phase known genotype lists and k i=1 a i (a i + 1)/2 phase unknown genotype lists. These large numbers severely limit the number of loci that can be haplotyped. For instance, Niu et al. (2002) give 15 diallelic loci as an upper limit.
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However, for most samples the vast majority of possible haplotypes will have zero MLE. Thomas (2003) described an algorithm that exploits this by efficiently discarding most haplotypes with zero MLE at an early stage thus saving many orders of magnitude of storage and processor resources. The above paper gives an example of haplotyping a sample of 45 individuals on 26 diallelic markers in less than 1 s using a Sun Blade 1000 computer with two 750 MHz CPUs and 1.5 Gb of RAM, although the program used only 1 processor and a small fraction of the RAM. In general, given no missing genotypes, the computational requirements are of order 2 max j h j where h j is the number of loci at which the j th individual is heterozygous. The method should be able to deal with individuals heterozygous at up to 20 loci on a typical PC. For each of the above 26 diallelic marker both alleles were present in the sample. However, the most heterozygous individual was heterozygous at only 5 loci. The number of loci that can be handled will be very data dependent but with accurate genotyping this method can haplotype samples of over 100 individuals genotyped at around 100 loci. Missing data, however, will considerably slow this down.
GCHap is a Java program which implements this method. The input to GCHap is in the form of Linkage .par and .ped files. A full description of the format of these files can be had at linkage.rockefeller.edu/soft/linkage. Although pedigree information can be specified using this file format, the program will ignore any relationships specified and will give correct MLEs only for samples of unrelated individuals. Only loci specified as Linkage numbered allele loci are currently allowed in the .par file, however, this is adequate to specify any co-dominant loci, and markers are usually codominant. An added feature is that the appearance of the string SNP, in upper or lower case, in the comment field for a locus will cause it to assume that the numbered alleles 1,2,3,4 correspond to A,C,G,T respectively. If, as is usual, only two alleles are present the program will recognize which ones. The appropriate letters will replace the numbers in the output.
The output from GCHap is a list of haplotypes and frequencies.
GCHap is written in Java and should run with a compatible Java virtual machine on any hardware platform. Two packages of classes are involved alun.genetics.linkage and alun.genetics.haplo. These and the top level program GCHap are included in a directory called classes. The current download was compiled using Java version 1.4.1. Complete version information is maintained on the download web page.
A second directory called docs contains Javadocs web pages describing all the classes used and their methods.
Example input files are also included in a directory called example. To run the program under a UNIX environment first add the classes directory to the environment variable CLASSPATH. Then, in order to run the program on the test GCHap: fast MLEs for haplotypes data for example, change directory to the example directory and type
% java GCHap example.par example.ped
The output should match that given in the file example.out. The Phase program of Stephens et al. (2001) contains an efficient implementation of the gene counting method, however, as currently documented this is arbitrarily limited to considering at most 10 5 haplotypes whereas GCHap allocates space dynamically with no arbitrary limit. If not enough space is available the program will terminate with an error message. The real value in the Phase program, however, lies in using prior information of which haplotype combinations are most feasible in order to choose the most probable assignments of haplotypes for ambiguously typed individuals. It also uses Gibbs sampling to give Monte Carlo estimates for larger numbers of loci. GCHap will usually be far quicker when it can give results and when MLEs are appropriate estimates.
Clayton's SNPHAP program (www-gene.cimr.cam.ac.uk/ clayton/software/snphap.txt) works in a very similar way to GCHap, however, in the process of building up the haplotypes by adding successive loci it removes those haplotypes whose frequency falls below a certain level after several gene counting iterations have been performed. GCHap on the other hand removes only haplotypes whose estimate of frequency is exactly zero after a single iteration, and this restriction is necessary to ensure that the estimates are MLEs. Although SNPHAP will not in general give MLEs the estimates are often more intuitively sensible when there is a large amount of missing data. Also since more haplotypes are discarded many more loci can be considered. The program ApproxGCHap included with GCHap implements this strategy and can be used if the data is intractable using the exact method. ApproxGCHap uses the same input and syntax as GCHap except that an optional third argument can reset the frequency threshold.
For example % java ApproxGCHap example.par example.ped 0.000001 will set the threshold at one millionth. The default value is zero, but note that because gene counting is run to convergence as each locus is added, this is not equivalent to using GCHap. Performance of ApproxGCHap will be very data dependent, but even with the default setting it should give results for data sets which include individuals heterozygous at over 100 SNPs.
A tar file containing the directories classes, docs and example can be accessed at bioinformatics.med.utah.edu/ ∼alun.
